P12

Proven 12
compression
channel
technology

The myRemote app enables easy control
of default settings such as program selection
and volume via smartphone.

Better hearing
for everyone
P12 hearing aids are proven to
improve speech understanding

Key features:

frequency resolution
• Hforighmore
precise tuning
directionality
• Aforutomatic
better hearing in noise
• Wide range of designs
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When you are looking for a professionally fitted
yet affordable solution to improve your hearing,
proven technology is a must. Our latest P12
hearing aids feature 50% more compression
channels and enhanced directionality to
improve your ability to hear what people are
saying, even in noisy situations. With a wide
range of designs, improved speech under
standing is now more accessible than ever.

Features for
better hearing
Conversation made easy
with Directional iLock
In places with strong background noise (e.g.
traffic or family gatherings), communicating
can require a lot of concentration and energy.
Directional iLock helps to relieve this by focusing
the sound on the person in front of you, reducing
unwanted background chatter. The result is a
more clear listening experience.

A wide range
of models for
everyone

BTE models
– the classic design

RIC

M

Flexibility and
practicality in a
compact package
Colors

Beige

Gray

Compact yet
powerful

Colors

Granite

Beige

Gray

Increased spatial
awareness
P12 hearing aids work to mimic the human
ear and natural brain function to ensure you
have good awareness of your surroundings.
This is achieved by a combination of transferring
signals between the left and right hearing aids,
while applying a directional effect that helps
make your environment sound natural.

IF

Instant Fit and
nearly invisible

Colors

Red

Blue

Mocha

Smart Remote

Flexible and
intuitive
Beige

Gray

Easily control your hearing
aids remotely

Dark Brown

Shell
Faceplate

Custom

XP

Perfectly fitted for
ultimate comfort
Colors

Beige

Brown

Tan

High power
performance

Colors

Remote control and audio
streaming device in one

Connects television, stereo
systems and other devices
without Bluetooth function
with Smart Connect

P

Colors

Smart Connect

Smart Transmitter

Granite

Phone calls made easy
with XPhone
In noisy offices with phones ringing and coworkers are chatting, hearing during a business
call can be challenging for anyone. The XPhone
program simultaneously sends phone signals to
both hearing aids when the phone is held to one
ear, because we want you to hear the conversa
tions clearly, even in a noisy office.

Accessories for
better hearing

Beige

Gray

Dark Brown

